mix and match!
dynamic services for infrastructure
the choice is yours

your key benefits with t-systems

Digitization is driving entirely new business models, smart manufacturing
methods, and ever-greater integration. These trends, in turn, generate demand for compute resources, storage, and intelligent infrastructure strategies. Cloud services clearly have a major role to play in addressing these
challenges. However, one-size-fits-all is not going to work. So you need to
answer a number of key questions: What operational and management
tasks can you outsource efficiently? How critical are business continuity
and scalability to each of your use cases? Do you need to take account of
any local requirements? Dynamic Services for Infrastructure is a T-Systems
offering that allows you to create a tailor-made solution to all of these issues
and more. Available worldwide, it includes resources from private and public
clouds, plus managed and on-premises services. It goes far beyond the provision of infrastructure alone. We meet your unique requirements by combining a wide range of resources and services from a multi-cloud ecosystem.

Low-risk digitization: continuity and stability for your traditional IT
operations in conjunction with the efficient, flexible introduction of
innovative solutions – thanks to fast project execution and our experience
with major international transformation projects.

In line with your digitization strategy
With services from the cloud and for your on-premises IT landscapes
Everything from infrastructure to application operations
With add-on services, e.g. management of hybrid landscapes
Take advantage of the breadth, security and reliability of our one-stop,
multi-cloud offering.
the best possible blend – dsi solutions and services

End-to-end transformation with the Cloudifier: a standardized, fixedprice service for rapid, reliable, and structured migration to the cloud.
The service includes analysis of potential improvements, consulting,
digitization, migration to the cloud, and ongoing operations.
Managed services worldwide: managed services comprising infrastructure and application operations are available worldwide, and ensure
consistently high quality standards. Scalable computing services are
delivered from a dynamic cloud platform in twin-core data centers in
Munich, Frankfurt, Magdeburg, the USA, and Singapore.
Maximum quality with Zero Outage: this quality-assurance initiative
safeguards stable, reliable IT operations, eradicates risks, and ensures IT
acts as a catalyst for greater business efficiency.

how would you like to get started?
Cloud readiness check
Jump-start workshop and/or proof of concept for a selected topic
DSI vCloud Basic entry-level offering at a discounted price
Jump-start the Cloudifier on the Open Telekom Cloud

contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Linda Koehl, Solution Marketing
Email: linda.koehl@t-systems.com

